
 
 

EAC Y SUMMER 2023 THEME CAMP THEMES 

Sharks ‘n Minnows 
Beginner, intermediate, and experienced swimmers welcome! With the help of dedicated YMCA 

swim instructors, your camper will receive four swim lessons that fit their current skills. 

Olympiad 

This week our campers find themselves among the gods and goddesses of Ancient Greece 

learning about the first Olympic traditions. The Olympians will spend the week learning about 

the country their camp is representing for the Olympic games as well as creating flags and 

banners to support their country at the end of the week. Olympic day will be spent running, 

skipping, and laughing through various challenges like tug-o-war, paint tic-tac-toe and many 

more! 

Time Travelers 

Step into our time machine and take a trip through history.  Our time travelers will roam with 

the dinosaurs, sit and feast with the Romans, say good day to the Renaissance, land on the 

moon and take one small step for humankind, and end the week with a milkshake at the sock 

hop. 

Mad Scientists 

How far away is the sun? How are rainbows made? How do airplanes fly? How do arctic 

animals stay warm in the icy water? Grab your lab coats and goggles for a week of 

discovering the world of science. Our junior scientists will participate in hands-on 

experiments that answer the many questions of "how?", while learning about the scientists 

that have helped change our daily lives. 

Lego Mania 
LEGO enthusiasts, this week is for you! Campers will participate in exciting LEGO activities 

that will promote creativity, encourage engineering skills, and build relationships. Activities 

will include a marble maze, LEGO wind racers and a wrecking ball challenge. 

Lost In Space 

3,2,1...BLAST OFF! Future astronauts, engineers, and scientists unite this week as we take a 

journey through space! Our campers will get lost in the stars and create their own 

constellations, learn about the solar system and how the planets orbit the sun, create moon 

rocks, and design their own space rocket! 

Creepy Crawlers 

Calling all entomologists! Campers will study a few of the one million species of insects, their 

life cycles, and how they benefit the world we live in. Our entomologists will re-create a 

butterfly's life cycle, explore spiders and their elaborate webs, and discover how bees eat 

pollen. 

Music Makers 

This is my favorite song! Turn it up! Whether our rising stars decide to come together to form 

a band or become solo artists, they will have the opportunity to show off their musical talent 

this week.  Activities will include opportunities to create their own instruments, practice their 

stage presence, and discover music superstars of past and present. 

Culinary Creatives 

Grab your apron and your toque because things are about to get messy! This week campers 

will be encouraged to expand their minds and taste buds while following recipes to make 

healthy snacks.  In addition to getting messy with ingredients, activities will include exploring 

food groups, learning about the benefits of healthy eating, and our very own “Top Chef” 

competition of healthy snacks. 

Camp's Got Talent 
Welcome to Camp's got Talent! Campers will practice and prepare their self-chosen talent 

through the week to showcase on the biggest night of them all, the Talent Show! 

 

Crack The Code 

 

Calling all top spy agents. I repeat, calling all top spy agents. We need you to crack the code 

and help get the answers we need; the site depends on you. The week will include an 

opportunity for our agents to work together to create an invisible code for other campers to 

solve, venture through a laser maze, create a hand scanner, and decode the site's hidden 

secret. 

 


